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1).  Brown shirts came to my door

On Jul 4, 2018, at 8:28 AM, Henry Mayhew <anthemseven@gmail.com> wrote:

Sure 

Brown shirts came to my door last June, I slammed my door in their face.

Days later a full hit squad returned with county sheriff in tow.

Scared the hell out of my son in law in the drive way.

A brown shirt bragged to him about tazing Mumford in Portland court.

Negotiating Trump-like, my son in law said that as a psych major in college he learned it 

best to de-escalate .

Basically he politely asked them all to take a hike, there’s nothing here to see.

He left bureaucrats and brown shirts talking to themselves the same way that Trump and 

Sanders do.
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2).  Fascinating Henry.  Thank you  for the insight.

On Wed, Jul 4, 2018 at 7:30 AM Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:

Fascinating Henry.  Thank you  for the insight.

May I share publicly…?

And finally…

by whom might you suspect you might be shot?

arnie

arnie@arnierosner.com

714-964-4056 24/7
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3).  Ryan Bundy’s acquittal on October 27, 2016

On Jul 4, 2018, at 5:03 AM, Henry Mayhew <anthemseven@gmail.com> wrote:

Julie Embry and I were instrumental in Ryan Bundy’s acquittal on October 27, 2016.

I was General Eisenhower and Julie was General Patton.

Because Julie had left her home in Highland Hills, Texas, closed her business, traveled to 

Portland to see Ryan in jail because God told her to wake him up.

I never left the comfort of my desktop.

mailto:anthemseven@gmail.com
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4).  Ryan was subsequently acquitted on October 27, 2016

Julie Embry took my paperwork into the Portland jail for Ryan to sign, then hoofed it 

over to the court clerk, stood over the court clerk to enter it on the docket, all on October 13, 

2016. Ryan was subsequently acquitted on October 27, 2016.

After I had flown her home, Ryan was diesel therapy dragged to Pahrump, Nevada by 

brown shirt Nazis.

Whereupon Julie drove across three states by herself to see Ryan In Pahrump Jail.

As God ordained, one of Harry Mason Reid’s handpicked judges declared mistrial wIth 

prejudice on January 8 this year.
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5).  As God further decreed - DENIED motion WITH PREJUDICE.

As God further decreed, yesterday one of Harry Mason Reid’s handpicked judges 

DENIED the brown shirt government motion to reconsider declaring mistrial WITH 

PREJUDICE.

What had Julie entered into the court records that made a difference, you may ask?

I proffered that all corporations had been foreclosed, including the ROMAN CULT.

Now let me ask you this, will I be shot for my love of a married woman?
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6).  Sorry for my ignorance…

On Wed, Jul 4, 2018 at 3:38 AM Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:

Thank you again Henry.  Sorry for my ignorance…

Was this an action in which you were involved?  Or a matter of significance about which 

I was unaware? 

arnie

arnie@arnierosner.com

714-964-4056 24/7
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7).  The fat lady sang!!

On Jul 4, 2018, at 12:35 AM, Henry Mayhew <anthemseven@gmail.com> wrote:

Denial of govmt motion to reconsider January 8 mistrial with prejudice, issued today,

The fat lady sang!!

Five years ago, the Roman Cult was forgiven by Covenant of One Heaven.

Even Harry Reid's appointees are beginning to wake up.

On Tue, Jul 3, 2018 at 9:15 PM Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:

Henry,

Thank you for your taking the time to send me this message.  However, Henry, I do not 

participate in FaceBook Exchanges.

Given their known policies...Why would anyone? 

Happy Independence Day Americans

arnie

mailto:anthemseven@gmail.com
mailto:arnie@arnierosner.com
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On Jul 3, 2018, at 6:36 PM, Henry Mayhew <anthemseven@gmail.com> wrote:

https://www.facebook.com/249915421701542/posts/2214752228551175/
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